
2020 ANEVO MCLAREN VALE GRENACHE TOURIGA TEMPRANILLO 
Heirloom Vineyards was conceived in vintage 2000, when a young winemaking 
student caught the eye of a silly old wine judge. A love story ensued inspired 
by two vows: To preserve the best of tradition, the old world of wine and 
our unique old vineyards and to champion the best clones of each variety 
planted in the most appropriate sites embracing the principals of organic 
and biodynamic farming. Seven long vintages of trial and error passed before 
Heirloom Vineyards could make a wine that was fine enough to pass on to 
future generations. That is this wine.
The Heirloom Vineyards Anevo Fortress McLaren Vale is a blend of 60% 
Grenache, 25% Touriga  and 15% Tempranillo. Hand tended vines, whole 
bunch fermented, basket pressed and matured in French oak barrels for 15 
months; 20% new French oak.  

OUR WINE NOTES 
Wine can be a simple sip or a symphony of the senses, a moment of pleasure 
or an eternity of contemplation. Only the poet can know, so stop thinking and 
surrender.

COLOUR
Bright purple-red with a pale rim edge. Vibrant.

AROMA
A multi-tiered aromatic experience. Grenache’s raspberry and juicy tuity-
fruitiness; touriga’s spice and tar; and tempranillo’s blackberry and cassis. 
The amalgam brings rose petal, black pepper, pot pourri, chamomile, sage, 
and - from the oak - a hint of char. The aromatics and bouquet change 
constantly in the glass.

PALATE
Fresh, pert and uplifting. This is a mouthful of alive and juicy, amicable red 
wine. Clean and crystal-clear acidity define and highlight fruit flavours of red 
berries, persimmon, quince, and wild blackberry. Bucolic tannins in all their 
pre-industrial purity envelope these flavours and lead the wine to a slowly 
drying and then ever more dry finish. 

OVERALL 
On paper this ought to be a BIG red wine. It is, and it isn’t. The red varietals 
that combine herein can make monsterish wines. This example is the road 
less travelled by. The power shelters rather than strides; the fruit flavours 
play, rather than march; and the wine’s weight glides rather than sinks. This is 
a serious wine that has a welcoming attitude. A Spanish Fish Stew beckons, 
complete with smoked pimenton and slices of chorizo cooked into the stew. 
Alcohol 14.2% (8.4 Standard Drinks)
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